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Introduction
The Goodnature A24 trap is a self-resetting lethal trap primarily aimed at the control of rats and
stoats. It is designed to be set vertically, and attracts the target species by use of scent lure
placed in a compartment at the top of the trap. Animals trying to reach the lure, touch a wire
trigger inside the trap that activates a bolt which is designed to hit the target species’ head with
enough force to cause serious cranial and brain injury resulting in rapid death. The vertical
alignment means that animals struck by the bolt fall from the trap, and are potentially available to
scavengers. The trap uses carbon dioxide cartridges to reset the bolt; approximately 19 strikes
are available per cartridge.
There is evidence from trapping programmes in New Zealand that the A24 is capable of killing
hedgehogs, which in conservation terms in New Zealand is considered desirable, as the hedgehog
is an invasive introduced species there. However in the UK mainland the hedgehog is a native
species which is currently considered to be in decline (Pettett et al 2018), and the trap, if widely
deployed, could present a risk to local hedgehog populations. Goodnature highlight this in New
Zealand and suggest that the A24 might ” keep hedgehog populations to low numbers “ but also
suggest that to avoid killing hedgehogs then setting traps 30cm above ground will make it “more
difficult to gain access” .(http://www.goodnature.co.nz/support/).
Evidence of hedgehog and other non-target kills was found during trap trials by the Department of
Conservation (DOC): Gilles et al (2014) reported:
“As at March 2014 the traps at Rotoiti had caught at least 80 stoats, 4 weasels, 254 rats
and 287 mice. Known non target kills at Rotoiti included 24 hedgehogs (Erinaceus
europaeus), 1 rabbit, 1 juvenile Paradise shelduck (Tadorna variegata) and 1 weta
(Anostostomatidae or Rhaphidophoridae” and
“536 rats and 108 mice were found dead under the A24s during the 9 trap service checks
in ‘season 2’, another 11 rats and 7 mice were recorded in the final partial ‘close-down’
check in May 2014. Non-target kills reported at Boundary stream were 5 hedgehogs, 20
rabbits, 1 blackbird (Turdus merula), 1 rifleman (Acanthisitta chloris), 1 tui
(Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae) and 4 North Island robins (Petroica longipes).”
There were other areas in the above trials where no hedgehog kills were reported, but no
information on hedgehog distribution is provided so we cannot tell if this was simply because there
were no hedgehogs in those areas. Also we have no indication of the density of hedgehogs
relative to other species in the areas where they were killed, so we don’t know if that amounts to
every hedgehog that was near the trap or just a small proportion. Either way it is clear they are
capable of killing hedgehogs. It is worth noting that we also do not know about the likelihood of
injury as opposed to death, as adult hedgehogs are significantly larger than stoats and most rats.
However a DOC researcher told us that he was fairly confident that the reason hedgehogs
seemed to suffer a relatively high mortality was because their skulls were quite fragile relative to
the their size.
There are also some reports of other trap users killing hedgehogs e.g.:
https://twitter.com/nzgoodnature 10th Nov 2015: “Fourth hedgehog in two weeks, loving my
@nzgoodnature A24 trap :)”
http://halo.org.nz/two-years-of-rat-control-and-counting/
“Then the action started happening. We got a rat, a mouse and hedgehog that night. Over
a 6-week period, we killed 16 rats (all ship rats), 5 mice and that one hapless hedgehog.”
And the following video showing a hedgehog being struck by an A24:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GyTnmhhUs8 “Hedgehog Caught by GoodNature
A24 Trap”
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In response to concerns raised with Ministers by hedgehog conservation societies, Scottish
Government requested that we investigate this issue further if possible. This report describes
trials undertaken to examine the potential risks A24 traps may pose to hedgehogs that interact
with them.

Methods
The hedgehogs used in this trial were had all been previously rescued and temporarily taken into
captivity, either because they were at the time of rescue potentially too small to survive
hibernation, had been injured or had shown other signs of ailment. In addition, some were animals
that had been kept from a previous year if they had an injury that made survival less likely. Only
hedgehogs that were perceived to have exhibited significant recovery from illness or injury were
involved in the trial. There were 17 hedgehogs involved in total. They varied in initial weight
between 350 g and 982g (although many will have put on significant weight during the period of
the trials).
Hedgehogs were kept in an outside building housed in standard sized containers (Eurobox
600x800x400mm). The boxes had a newspaper layer on the floor that was replaced every morning
and within each box was a smaller plastic nesting box (250x450x250mm) filled with straw. The
animals were fed on a mixture of tinned dog and cat food, some dried cat food and dried
mealworms; they had constant access to water. Food was topped up several times per day if
required (at around 07:00 to 08:00 and again around 16:00, with possible topping up of
mealworms or dried food around 21:00).
Some hedgehogs were held individually, others, particularly juveniles were kept in pairs. The
hedgehogs fed periodically through the day and night with the majority of activity beginning from
around 17:00 to 18:00 onwards but intensifying after 21:00 through to around 05:00 or 06:00. A
few of the hedgehogs also tended to emerge briefly when new food was placed out. However the
patterns of activity varied considerably between individuals, with some exhibiting a substantial
amount of activity during daylight hours while others showed relatively little. Hedgehogs could exit
their nesting boxes at will and would then wander around eating, drinking, defecating, rearranging
straw or paper, or interacting (if more than one was in the box).
The building was heated from the end of November onwards and remained at approximately 10 to
12 degrees C through the winter. The hedgehogs are known from previous years to be generally
less active through the winter than they are in summer and autumn. Most of those housed during
this trial maintained some level of activity although the degree of activity during daytime decreased
notably in late December and January when some individuals appeared to start partially
hibernating. It is not clear that the reduction in activity was due to external temperature as the
heating kept the building temperature relatively constant.
Trap trials were conducted as follows:
Inactivated Goodnature A24 traps (i.e. no CO2 cylinder fitted) were used to test how hedgehogs
interacted with them, and crucially if they were able to place their heads in the trap when it was
mounted in position. At no time were hedgehogs in any danger as the trap mechanisms were
inactive at all times throughout this trial.
Before the trials were initiated, the Home Office (HO), Animals in Science Regulatory Unit were
contacted to establish if a Home Office licence would be required to conduct the work. The HO
agreed that a licence would be unnecessary providing the following criteria were followed:1. The traps should not be activated during any part of the trial.
2. Food restriction trials, where all food was withdrawn for a period in advance of the
observations, were not to be conducted.
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3. Where risks of entanglement between the hedgehog and the trap might take place, close
observation would be required (directly or via CCTV) to ensure the hedgehog could be
promptly removed from the trap.
Traps were mounted on planks of wood that could then be attached vertically to the inside space
of the Eurobox container using clamps. Traps were attached either at 12cm above floor level (of
the box) or 30cm above (both according to different Goodnature instructions; the latter figure as a
recommended height to reduce risk to hedgehogs). A further adaption was made that allowed the
plank to be attached at 45 degrees. Traps were baited with the tinned dog/cat food mixture, which
was placed sitting on a mesh cup in the bait chamber and/or dried mealworms. This approach was
taken to avoid any neophobia that might be associated with using the Goodnature rat bait supplied
with the traps, and to mimic potential use of meat based baits in traps set for stoats. During trials
the dish of mixed tinned food that was normally present in the hedgehog’s container was removed
so that the only the trap contained that item, although mealworms were available throughout the
trial.
In all vertical and 45 degree trials, the traps were fitted with a widely available (including from
Goodnature’s UK distributors) wire mesh tunnel extension designed to exclude non-targets. This
extension is made from a 12mm galvanised mesh in the form of a cylinder 90mm long and of
approx. 55mm diameter. The extension is held in place over the mouth of the A24 by the bottom
screw of the trap mount bracket and it protrudes by approximately 75mm from the trap (fig 1).
During trials bait food was often pushed onto the mesh in order to help the hedgehogs smell it, and
encourage interaction with the trap, for the same reason some food was sometimes placed under
the trap.

Figure 1: A24 fitted with mesh tunnel extension
We also tested the traps while they were attached to a Goodnature A24 trap stand (figure 5). This
device is conceived as a way of making it easy to move a trap around while it is primed (i.e. has a
gas cylinder fitted) it holds the trap low down at a reclined angle and is designed to be pinned to
the ground. The reclined angle is also meant to encourage use by rats
(https://goodnaturetraps.co.uk/product/goodnature-a24-trap-stand). We mounted the stands on
plywood bases so that the hedgehogs could not push them around or over. It was not possible to
easily fit the mesh tunnel extension to this arrangement so it was not used with the stand.
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Initially traps were in place for varying periods (average 5hrs 15mins) usually sometime between
the hours of 12:00 and 21:00; most hedgehogs exhibited some degree of activity during this time
although the total amount was variable. In the early stages of the trial we used 24/7 motionactivated CCTV to monitor activity throughout the day even when traps were not installed, to
determine when animals were active. This monitoring showed that while most of the hedgehogs
were active during our standard testing hours a few of them were much less active than others
during these times. We subsequently ran a few trials between the period of 21:00 and 02:00 to
ensure that we obtained some data from later in the darkness period.
Hedgehog activity in the box and their interaction with traps was recorded by CCTV using motion
activated recording. This video was later reviewed and different interactions were noted:
•

If a hedgehog was active during the period; recorded as ‘yes‘ (y), or ‘no’ (n) if it did not
emerge.

•

If a hedgehog appeared to acknowledge a trap in any way (i.e. appears to react in some
way to its presence, e.g. sniffing it or climbing on it); recorded as a ‘y’ or’ n’ for that trial,
regardless of how often it occurred.

•

If a hedgehog touched the exterior of the trap or tunnel extension; recorded as a ‘y ‘or ‘n’
for that trial regardless of how often it occurred.

•

If a hedgehog put part of its body into the mesh exclusion tunnel; recorded as a ‘y’ or ‘n’ for
that trial regardless of how often it occurred. In around half of instances it was just the tip of
its nose, but in others it was half or more of the head. For the Goodnature trap stand no
mesh tunnel extension was fitted but there was a narrow channel leading to the trap which
we recorded animals entering instead.

•

We aimed to record if any hedgehogs were able to get part of their body into the entrance
of the trap (although to do this they have to get to the top of the wire mesh tunnel extension
first). This was recorded as a ‘y’ or ‘n’, but in a few instances, due to camera angle, we
could not be certain if the hedgehog ‘entered’ the trap because it was only the tip of the
nose, so sometimes these were recorded as ‘possibly’.

•

We also assessed whether the hedgehog was likely to have triggered the trap at any point
during that recording session. The distance between the trap opening and the trigger is
approximately 60mm, and to touch the trigger, the animal would have to place most of its
head inside the trap. Had the trap been capable of being activated, the hedgehog would
have risked injury or death at this point.

Results
The trials involved five types of trap installation:
1. High (trap set at 30cm) with mesh extension
2. Low (trap set at 12cm) with mesh extension
3. High 45 (trap set at 30cm up angled plank at 45 degrees) with mesh extension
4. Low 45 (trap set at 12cm and on angled plank at 45 degrees) with mesh extension
5. Mounted on a Goodnature trap stand (no mesh extension, since it is not possible to fit this
to the trap, and then mount on the stand without modification)
Table 1 overleaf gives a brief summary description of the data collected and table 2 provides more
detail on hedgehog activity.
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Table 1: Summary of data collected
Period of data collection
Total number of individual hedgehogs used in trials *
Number of individual trials (i.e. trap placed in box and
recorded on CCTV)
Total number of possible hedgehog participations (some
boxes contained two animals)
Total number of hours of trials (by box)
Total number of hedgehog hours (some boxes contained
two hedgehogs)
Number of trials when at least one hedgehog was active

20/10/17 to 30/01/18.
17 (weight range 350 g to 982g)
150 (143*)
198 (191*)
777:50 (738:50*)
1030:15 (991:20*)
122 (81%) (115 [80%]*)

*Note that one hedgehog that had back leg injuries from a previous year was used in some early
trials, although this hedgehog was able to move around freely and could access the lower traps we
considered it possible that it may not have been able to gain full access to the high traps so we
subsequently removed it from the dataset for the high trap and did not use it for trials with the high
45 trap.
Table 2: Results of the activity trials for different installations of the A24 trap (after removal of one
hedgehog from ‘high’ 30cm trial)

Number of
trials
Hedgehog
participations
Hedgehog
hours
Number of
trials where
hedgehogs
active
N trials where
trap
acknowledged
N trials where
trap exterior or
tunnel
extension
touched
N trials where
extension
entered or
possibly
entered
N trials where
tip of nose
enters or
possibly
entered trap
N trials where
trap would
have been
triggered by
hedgehog

High
(30 cm)

Low
(12 cm)

High
45 deg

Low
45 deg

Goodnature trap
stand
(no tunnel
extension)

36

35

37

10

25

46

44

53

13

35

252+

251+

279

56

152

28 (81% of all
trials)

29 (82% of all
trials)

33 (89% of all
trials)

9 (90% of all
trials)

16 (64% of all
trials)

18 (64% of
active trials*)

22 (76% of
active trials)

22 (67% of
active trials

8 (89% of
active trials

16 (100% of
active trials

12 (43% of
active trials)

21 (72% of
active trials)

21 (64% of
active trials)

8 (89% of
active trials)

15 (94% of active
trials)

Between 7 &
10 (25% to
36% of active
trials)

Possibly 6
(21% of
active trials)

Between 8 &
10 (22% to
28% of active
trials)

Between 2 &
4 (22% to
44% of active
trials)

9 (56% of active
trials)

1 (4% active
trials)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Between 2 & 4
(22% to 44%
active trials)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Between 1 & 4
(6% to 25%
active trials)

*Active trials: trials in which a hedgehog emerged from the nest box
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Discussion
Acknowledgement of the trap is important because it indicates that hedgehogs are aware of the
presence of the trap,and the bait inside of it, and could therefore decide whether or not to interact.
In most instances it was obvious that the hedgehog was sniffing in the direction of the trap even if
it was not touching it. Contact with the device normally took the form of the nose or mouth touching
either the tunnel extension or part of the external case of the trap; in many instances with the low
mounted traps, and those on the stand, the hedgehog may have rested its front paws against or
on the trap in order to investigate it further. Ideally we wanted a relatively high number of trials
where this occurred so that we could be sure that the hedgehogs had the opportunity and ability to
interact with and access the trap if they chose to. A failure to acknowledge the trap might be taken
to imply they were not aware of it. Acknowledgement exceeded 50% in all trials and was as high
as 100% for the stand. Entering the tunnel extension potentially indicates that the hedgehog is
aware of the bait in the trap and is investigating it. If a hedgehog puts its head significantly into the
extension and reaches toward the trap then it suggests it is trying to reach the bait in the actual
trap.
Below is a review of the findings from each setting of the trap and possible implications.

High trap
We consider this particular mounting option of a vertical trap at 30cm as the most likely default
setting for outside use of the A24, i.e. using a wire tunnel extension and mounted at a height that
is recommended by the manufacturer to help avoid hedgehog interaction.
When trialling this installation we found that in 64% of the trials in which a hedgehog was active
there was some form of acknowledgement of the trap, 43% of these trials involved the hedgehog
touching the trap or the tunnel extension at least once, the remainder were mainly the hedgehog
sniffing at the trap and possibly raising itself up to sniff at it, but without contact. In 25% (and
possibly in an additional 11%) of active trials (i.e. when a hedgehog emerged) the hedgehog
placed part of its head in the mesh tunnel extension. In most instances this was just the tip of the
nose although there were two separate instances where the hedgehog had most of its head in the
tunnel extension while standing on its hind legs and it then lifted itself off the ground using its front
paws to grasp the tunnel mesh, this only lasted a few seconds before the animals dropped down
(figure 2). Despite this there was only one instance where the hedgehog had its head far enough
into the exclusion tunnel that it reached the trap, and that only allowed for the tip of the nose to
enter the trap mouth, still a significant distance from the trigger, and from activating the trap. A
second hedgehog came close to reaching the trap, but did not appear to do so.

Figure 2: Hedgehog with head in the exclusion tunnel of the high
vertical trap with back legs off ground (holding on with front paws)
DTPTYPE02042018
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Low trap
The low mounted trap (i.e. at 12cm from the ground) reflects the manufacturer's standard
instructions, which were primarily developed for use in New Zealand. We combined this height
with the mesh extension because anecdotal evidence from NZ suggests that without it the trap
poses a definite risk to hedgehogs and we were interested to confirm if it still posed a significant
risk with the mesh tunnel extension fitted. It seems likely that in the UK some people might install
the trap at 12cm given that this height is referred to in much of the literature on the A24 available
on the internet.
Of the 29 trials where a hedgehog emerged and was active there was acknowledgement of the
trap in 76% of cases, almost all of these involved touching the trap or extension (it is not surprising
that this is a higher rate of acknowledgement and contact than the ‘high’ trap as it is set at
hedgehog height rather than considerably above it). In 21% of trials the hedgehog possibly
(difficult to determine due to camera angle) managed to get its nose into the extension tunnel. This
is a slightly lower rate than the high mounted trap despite the low trap being ‘theoretically’ more
accessible. Observation suggests that the addition of the tunnel extension to the low mounted trap
might make it difficult for the hedgehog to get its head significantly into the extension tunnel
because it is so close to the ground; this is underlined by the fact that no hedgehog managed to
get its nose significantly into the exclusion tunnel (hence the difficulty in determining if it occurred),
let alone far enough in to reach the trap.
Hedgehogs did push their way under the mesh extension tunnel on a number of occasions and
were able to do so relatively easily (figure 3) without getting stuck.

Figure 3: Two hedgehogs next to low mounted trap, one is pushing
itself under the extension

High 45 degree trap
The principle behind this mounting position was that the vertical trap at 30cm might not reflect
some situations in which the trap was mounted at 30cm up an object. For example on a fence it
may well be 30cm from the base of the trap to where the hedgehog is standing but if mounted on a
tree trunk it may be an angled away from the vertical in a way that allows the hedgehog to easily
get closer to the trap. This situation was mimicked by tilting back the mounting plank by 45
degrees to see if that influenced the way hedgehogs interacted with the device. 45 degrees is
probably a more extreme deviation from vertical that we would expect to see in the field but should
provide an indication if significantly reclining the device has an impact.
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During the 33 trials in which hedgehogs were active with this mounting position they
acknowledged the trap in 67% of trials, touching the trap or tunnel extension in 64% of them, and
placing nose or head in the mesh extension tunnel in 22% of trials (fig 4) and possibly in a further
6%, (although it was difficult to be sure due to camera angle in a few trials). The trap was touched
in proportionally more trials than the vertical 30cm trap and in a similar proportion of trials the
hedgehog placed part of its head into the tunnel extension, but at no point did the animals put their
heads far enough in to reach the trap or to enter it, this contrasts with the vertical 30cm trap when
one animal managed it and another came very close.

Figure 4: Hedgehog with nose in extension on high 45 degree trap,
the animal is almost at full stretch.

Low 45 degree trap
The low 45 degree trap was included for completeness; we conducted fewer trials with it as we felt
this position was less representative of how the trap might be used. During the nine trials in which
hedgehogs were active they acknowledged the trap in all but one trial and in each case touched
the trap or the mesh tunnel. In 22% of trials the hedgehog placed part of its head in the extension
tunnel, and may have done so on a further 22% of trials (four trials in total, 44%). However no
hedgehog pushed far enough in to the tunnel extension to actually reach the trap.

Goodnature trap stand
The trap stand is marketed as an alternative method of mounting the trap designed to make it easy
to move and transport a primed trap. However it places the trap both low down and at a reclined
angle (to encourage rats to enter). It was not possible to fit the extension tunnel to traps mounted
in the stand so there was a suspicion that it might pose a significantly greater risk to hedgehogs.
There was a high rate of acknowledgement and touching (respectively 100% and 94% of trials)
But suspicions regarding risk were confirmed by hedgehogs entering the narrow passageway of
the stand in 54% of trials and placing their nose/head in the actual trap during two trials (13%) and
possibly doing so during a further five (31%) trials (fig 5). It was judged that at least one hedgehog
was likely to have triggered the trap and a further three had their heads far enough in that they
might have done so had the traps been set. This contrasts markedly with the other mounting
options where hedgehogs were not recorded with their heads far enough up both mesh extension
tunnel and trap to risk triggering the trap.
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Figure 5: Hedgehog in the channel of Goodnature trap stand
with head in trap

Interactions
The proportion of trials (for each trap mounting option) in which the hedgehogs acknowledged the
presence of the trap varied from 64% and 67% for the ‘high’ (30cm) traps, to 72% and 89% of the
‘low’ (12cm) traps and 100% of those in the Goodnature stand. The stand is very low down,and
has a larger footprint, thus is more likely to be encountered by a wandering hedgehog. It is also
notable that the two 45 degree angled traps are also acknowledged slightly more often than their
equivalent vertical traps.
The above pattern is repeated for hedgehogs touching the trap or extension, with the high vertical
trap having the lowest rate (43%) and the stand having the highest (94%) rate of contact.
However the pattern for hedgehogs actually putting their nose or head into the tunnel extension is
different. It is slightly complicated by the instances when we were unable to see clearly if the
hedgehog had the tip of its nose in the entrance (mainly due to camera angles and or hedgehog
position) which we recorded as a ‘possible’. However if we include these instances we find that the
low vertical trap is the trap with the fewest incursions (21%) followed by the high 45 trap (28%) and
the high vertical trap (36%). The low 45 trap has far more instances where the tip of the nose
enters the tunnel (44%), and the stand is highest (56%).
The results for the stand and the low 45 might be explained by ease of access, the stand is wide
open and the low 45 is tilted back and at a convenient height. It is perhaps more surprising that the
low vertical trap has the lowest score, but this is probably due to the narrow gap between floor and
the tunnel extension requiring more of an effort for the hedgehogs to get their head under and then
turned up into the extension; also any bait that has been placed on the mesh can potentially be
accessed from outside through the mesh. The greater scores for hedgehogs entering the tunnel
extension of the high traps probably reflects the fact that if a hedgehog stretches up to investigate
the trap it is very easy to then place its nose in the tunnel extension entrance.
In terms of hedgehogs actually entering the trap and risking triggering it, there were no incidents
with any of the vertical or 45 degree mounts. On one occasion a hedgehog managed to get its
head far enough up the tunnel extension on a 30cm vertically mounted trap so that the tip of its
nose may have entered the trap, however it is important to note that to do this, it had to hold itself
up by its front paws and lift its back legs off the ground and was still likely to be at least 50mm from
the trigger.
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The results from the Goodnature stand were somewhat different. Due to our inability to fit the
mesh tunnel extension to the trap, it was much easier for a hedgehog to get its head close to the
trap entrance (by squeezing down an open topped channel that was considerably wider than the
mesh extension). In these trials we recorded two hedgehogs placing part of their head in the trap
and five others that may have done so (camera angles and obstruction by the stand made it hard
to determine), and it was judged that on at least one of these occasions, the hedgehog would have
triggered the trap, and may have done so on three other occasions.

Discussion
It is clear from our trials that of the five configurations tested, the Goodnature stand posed the
highest risk to hedgehogs. It confirmed suspicions that this device is not suitable for outdoor use
where non-target species, such as hedgehogs, are likely to investigate the trap (figure 5). It may
however be suitable for indoor use against rats where access by non-targets can be controlled.
Alternatively, the stand could be incorporated inside a protective box or cover that was designed to
exclude most non-targets of concern, including hedgehogs, but would still allow it to be quickly
removed and transported elsewhere.
Our observations suggest that the use of the wire mesh tunnel extension is important in terms of
excluding non-targets. The tunnel more than doubles the distance to the trigger, adding around
75mm to the distance that the animal has to push its head in order to activate the trap. The
distance from trap entrance to trigger inside the trap is approximately 60mm (Figure 6 & 7), and
thus the total distance the hedgehog would have to stretch into the combined installation is around
165mm. This is more than half the combined head and body length of most hedgehogs (Harris &
Yalden 2008). Hedgehogs appeared to struggle to get their head to the end of the mesh extension
tunnel, therfore pushing their nose an additional two thirds of that distance is likely to be difficult,
particularly with the high vertical trap because the animal’s legs lose contact with the floor if they
try to stretch to the end of the extension.

Figure 6: Position of wire trigger inside trap.
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Figure 7: Distance from trigger wire to trap entrance (approx. 60mm)
We also saw no indication that hedgehogs were likely to get entangled or stuck in the wire mesh
extension. We observed hedgehogs push most of their head into the device on an number of
occasions and also squeeze under it when mounted close to the floor, but at no time did any
animal appear to become stuck or have to struggle to exit the device.
The 30cm mounting height appears to make it difficult for a hedgehog to access a trap fitted with a
mesh extension. A trap set without a mesh tunnel extension may pose a risk to hedgehogs, since
standing on its hind legs a large hedgehog is possibly capable of placing its nose at the trap
entrance, although it may still struggle to raise itself up far enough to trigger the trap due to the
height. In this circumstance the addition of the mesh tunnel provides an additional barrier to entry.
To further reduce risk, the trap could be set even higher, e.g. 40cm or 50cm. However we have no
data on how this might influence the effectiveness of the trap against target species. It seems
likely that setting the trap at these heights will not improve trap efficacy, and it is possible that it
may reduce it. This is something that could only be confirmed with evidence from field trials. In
New Zealand traps have been set at heights as high as 70cm (Carter and Peters 2016a, 2016b)
and 100cm (current Goodnature guidance) to avoid some bird species, such as weka, from
investigating them. While this has been successful in reducing bird losses there is no information
at the time of writing on the relative effectiveness of these higher mountings against target species
such as stoats and rats. In New Zealand the traps have not been used with the same mesh tunnel
extension trialled here, although a more complex, heavier (and more expensive) wire extension
has been developed as an alternative to mounting the trap high up; there are no comparative data
available on it, and our impression is that it may not be widely used.
The low mounted vertical trap had fewer incursions when fitted with the tunnel extension, but this
changes when the trap is tilted back at the same height. We suspect that the accessibility of a low
mounted trap will be very dependent on the evenness of the ground below it, the substrate and the
angle at which it is presented. If the wire mesh tunnel extension was to become damaged, or the
user accidentally omitted it or used a shorter tunnel extension device, then the low trap mounting
is likely to pose a high risk to hedgehogs, and thus the 12cm vertical mounting should probably be
avoided in areas where hedgehogs occur.
Overall the evidence from this trial suggests that the manufacturer recommended 30cm vertical
mounting position, when combined with the mesh tunnel extension, does not appear to constitute
a significant risk to hedgehogs. There appears to be minimal risk of activation of the trap or via
entanglement in the mesh tunnel extension.
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However it should be noted that it is not possible to replicate the wide variety of potential field
situations, or the differences in behaviour that some hedgehogs may exhibit in the wild, depending
on their circumstances. If additional field evidence comes to light suggesting that the a 30cm
vertical mount with the mesh tunnel extension does pose a significant risk to hedgehogs, then it
may be wise to mount the trap higher and/or with a longer or differently shaped tunnel extension
device. Alternatively, the trap could be mounted inside a box, tunnel or other enclosure if it is
being used in an area where hedgehogs are known to regularly occur. By way of example some
A24’s used in New Zealand were mounted in the top of modified DOC trap tunnels (Gillies et al
2014) and in Denmark a company has devised a fixed metal box enclosure to exclude non-targets
(Tec-Solutionz 2017), it is also our understanding that there may be other commercial box
enclosures under development, including by Goodnature themselves.
It should be noted that the majority of traps on the Spring Trap Approval Order (STAO) require
installation within, or to be fitted with, a tunnel to exclude non-target species. Many trap users
already construct tunnels and boxes to their own designs to comply with this requirement when
using other traps so constructing an enclosure for the A24 is feasible if it were deemed necessary.
However as previously discussed our observations suggest this may not be required if the
commercially available mesh extension is used. Non-target species are potentially vulnerable to
any of the currently approved traps on the STAO if they are used inappropriately and one major
point in the A24’s favour is extensive manufacturer guidance on its use and the availability and
continued development of a number of accessories, some of which may help to reduce non-target
risk.
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